Thank you for your response to our revised manuscript. We have addressed each of your suggestions below, with our responses written in blue. These are followed by a marked up manuscript which illustrates the changes.
. To apply this correction (Eq. (S1)), we first compute the correlation gradient in elevation as a function of power, dh/dp, using a linear fit in each grid cell over a 60-month time window. We then multiply time series of changes in backscattered power dp by this gradient to estimate the backscatter correction term, which we remove from our original elevation change time series dh.
4. Explicitly mention that in the LRM mode, an external DEM was used for the slope correction, and which one. The reader
should not have to dig into the referenced document to find this out.
We have added the following text to make this clear to the reader:
"As part of the Level 2 processing chain, elevation measurements recorded in LRM are slope corrected by relocating the echoing point away from nadir in accordance with the surface slope, determined using an external DEM (Radarsat Antarctic
Mapping Project version 2 DEM, posted at 200 m) (Liu et al., 2001; ESA 2012) . SARIn acquisitions are slope corrected using the interferometric phase difference calculated at the location of the elevation measurement."
5. In the caption of the uncertainty map, mention that uncertainties due to (remaining) firn penetration of the radar signal are not included.
We have added this explanation into the figure caption:
"Figure 4: a) A new elevation model of Antarctica derived from 6 years of CryoSat-2 radar altimetry data acquired between July 2010 and July 2016, and b) uncertainty map of the new CryoSat-2 Antarctic DEM, calculated from root mean square difference of elevation residuals in observed grid cells, and the kriging variance error in interpolated grid cells. Uncertainties due to radar penetration into a dry snowpack are not accounted for."
6. In the supplement, include the difference map between your DEM and the other three DEMs mentioned in the manuscript, as suggested with R2. I agree with you that this is not necessarily an indicator of the quality of the new DEM, but it will give potential users of your DEM an idea of where to expect differences.
We have included such a figure in the supplement, which replaces the uncertainty map in Figure S1 which has now been moved to the main manuscript.
of DEM accuracy. We limit this analysis to regions where surface slopes are lower than 1.5 °, which accounts for approximately 94 % of the Antarctic ice sheet area North of 88 ° S. In addition, we note that the spatial distribution of the airborne dataset used for comparison within the grounded ice sheet preferentially samples regions of high slope and low elevation, and does not reflect the overall elevation and slope distributions of the Antarctic ice sheet. Approximately 60 % of DEM grid cells overflown by IceBridge survey craft have an elevation of less than or equal to 1000 m, and 43 % have a surface slope greater than 0.5 °. In comparison, approximately 15 % and 22 % of the Antarctic ice sheet area has elevations of less than 1000 m and slopes greater than 0.5 °, respectively."
R2 would like to look further into the pixel shift observed in the preliminary DEM and like to have access to the current DEM.
Given that your manuscript is mainly a discussion of a new data set, I think it is a reasonable request for the reviewers to have access to the data. Of course, it will be made clear that the data can only be used for reviewing purposes. Please send me a link to a download location for the new DEM, which I will forward to R2.
We hope this issue has been resolved as a result of our previous communication, and that Reviewer #2 is no longer experiencing this issue with the preliminary or new DEM version. We have added a product format description into the supplement, which makes clear that x and y coordinates refer to the centre of the grid cell, in the hope that this issue will not be encountered by other users.
"4 Product format
 DEM and supplementary grids (slope, grid cell data composition, uncertainty) 
Introduction
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) of Antarctica are important datasets required for the planning of fieldwork, numerical ice sheet modelling, and the tracking of ice motion. Measurements of ice sheet topography are needed as a boundary condition for numerical projections of ice dynamics and potential sea level contributions (Cornford et al., 2015; Ritz et al., 2015) . Accurate knowledge of surface elevation can be used for both the delineation of drainage basins and estimation of grounding line ice thickness, necessary for estimates of Antarctic mass balance calculated via the mass budget method (Rignot et al., 2011b; Shepherd et al., 2012; Sutterly et al., 2014) . Furthermore, detailed and up-to-date DEMs are required to distinguish between phase differences caused by topography and ice motion when estimating ice velocity using interferometric synthetic aperture radar (Rignot et al., 2011a; Mouginot et al., 2012) .
Previously published DEMs of Antarctica have been derived from satellite radar altimetry , Fei et al., 2017 , laser altimetry (DiMarzio et al., 2007) , a combination of both radar and laser altimetry Griggs and Bamber, 2009) , and through the integration of several sources of remote sensing and cartographic data (Liu et al., 2001; Fretwell et al., 2013) . In addition, high resolution regional DEMs of the marginal areas of the ice sheet have been generated from stereoscopic (Korona et al., 2009 ) and radiometer surveys (Cook et al., 2012) . Although these photogrammetric models perform well over regions of bare rock and steep slope found in the margins, their accuracy is considerably reduced in ice covered areas.
CryoSat-2, launched in 2010, is specifically designed to overcome the challenges of performing pulse-limited altimetry over Earth's polar regions. With a high inclination, drifting orbit, and novel instrumentation which exploits interferometry to obtain high spatial resolution measurements in areas of steep terrain, CryoSat-2 provides a high density network of elevation measurements up to latitudes of 88 ° (Wingham et al., 2006) . Here, we utilise a 6-year time series of elevation measurements acquired by CryoSat-2 between July 2010 and July 2016 to derive a comprehensive and contemporary DEM of Antarctica at a spatial resolution of 1 km, with high data coverage in both the ice sheet interior and its complex marginal areas. We then evaluate the accuracy of the generated DEM against a set of contemporaneous airborne laser altimeter measurements, obtained during NASA Operation IceBridge campaigns, in several locations covering Antarctica's ice sheet and ice shelves. The DEM we describe here features several improvements over the preliminary ESA CryoSat-2 Antarctic DEM distributed in March 2017, and should be used in its place. These improvements include an increase in resolution from 2 km to 1 km, an increase in data coverage on the grounded ice sheet from 91 % to 94 %, and the use of a more robust ordinary kriging interpolation scheme to provide a continuous elevation dataset.
Data and methods

CryoSat-2 elevation measurements
We use 6 years of CryoSat-2 Baseline-C Level 2 measurements of surface elevation recorded by the SIRAL (SAR Interferometer Radar Altimeter) instrument, mounted on the CryoSat-2 satellite, between July 2010 and July 2016. Over Antarctica, SIRAL samples the surface in two operating modes: Low Resolution Mode (LRM) and Synthetic Aperture Radar
Interferometric mode (SARIn). In LRM, Cryosat-2 operates as a conventional pulse-limited altimeter (Wingham and Wallis, 2010) , illuminating an area of approximately 2.2 km 2 , with an across track width of roughly 1.5 km. LRM is used in the interior of the ice sheet, where low slopes and homogenous topography on the footprint scale are generally well suited for pulse-limited altimetry.
In SARIn, SIRAL uses two receive antennae to perform interferometry, allowing the location of the point of closest approach (POCA) to be precisely determined in the across-track plane (Wingham et al., 2004) . Bursts of 64 pulses are emitted at a high Pulse Repetition Frequency, and Doppler processing is then used to reduce the along-track footprint to approximately 300 m (Wingham et al., 2006) . This increased sampling density, and ability to calculate the along-and across-track location of the POCA, make SARIn well suited for measuring the steep and complex topography found in the ice sheet margins.
The CryoSat-2 Level 2 elevation product has a series of geophysical corrections applied to correct the selected measurements for the following: off-nadir ranging due to slope, dry atmospheric propagation, wet atmospheric propagation, ionosphere propagation, solid earth tide and ocean loading tide (ESA, 2012) . As part of the Level 2 processing chain, elevation measurements recorded in LRM are slope corrected by relocating the echoing point away from nadir in accordance with the surface slope, determined using an external DEM (Radarsat Antarctic Mapping Project version 2 DEM, posted at 200 m) (Liu et al., 2001; ESA 2012) . SARIn acquisitions are slope corrected using the interferometric phase difference calculated at the location of the elevation measurement. For the ice shelves, additional inverse barometric and ocean tide corrections are also applied.
Within the LRM mode mask area we select Level 2 elevation estimates retrieved using the Offset Centre of Gravity (OCOG) retracking algorithm, which defines a rectangular box around the centre of gravity of an altimeter waveform based upon its power distribution (Wingham et al., 1986) . The OCOG retracking point is taken to be the point on the leading edge of the waveform which first exceeds 30 % of the rectangle's amplitude (Davis, 1997) . We use the OCOG retracker as it offers robust retracking over a wide range of surfaces, and is adaptable to a variety of pulse shapes (Wingham et al., 1986; Davis, 1997; Armitage et al., 2013) . For the SARIn area, where CryoSat-2 operates as a SAR altimeter and waveform characteristics differ from those acquired in LRM, elevations are retrieved using the ESA Level 2 SARIn retracker, which determines the retracking correction from fitting the measured waveform to a modelled SAR waveform (Wingham et al., 2006; ESA, 2012) . Over the ice sheet and ice shelves, we use approximately 2.5 x 10 8 CryoSat-2 elevation measurements to derive the new DEM.
DEM generation
To compute elevation, we separate the input CryoSat-2 elevation measurements into approximately 1.4 x 10 7 regularly spaced 1 km 2 geographical regions. We then use a model fit method to separate the various contributions to the measured elevation fluctuations within each region (Flament and Remy, 2012; . This method best suits CryoSat-2's 369-day orbit cycle, which samples along a dense network of ground tracks with few coincident repeats. We model the elevation (Eq. (1)) as a quadratic function of local surface terrain ( , ), a time invariant term ℎ accounting for anisotropy in radar penetration depth depending on satellite direction (Armitage et al., 2013) , and a linear rate of elevation change with time .
The satellite heading term, ℎ, is a binary term set to 0 or 1 for an ascending or descending pass, respectively.
( , , , ℎ) = ̅ + 0 + 1 + 2 2 + 3 2 + 4 + 5 (ℎ) + 6 ( − 2013 )
We retrieve the model coefficients in each grid cell using an iterative least-squares fit to the observations to minimise the impact of outliers, and discard unrealistic estimates resulting from poorly constrained model fits (see Sect. 1 of supplementary material). At a spatial resolution of 1 km this approach provides, on average, in excess of 30 elevation measurements per grid cell to constrain each solution. By using the model fit method, we are able to generate elevation estimates from 6 years of continuous Cryosat-2 data, which are not unduly affected by fluctuations in surface elevation that may occur during the acquisition period . In addition, it also allows for the retrieval of ice sheet elevation and rate of elevation change from the same data in a self-consistent manner.
We form the DEM from the mean elevation term, ̅ , in Eq.
(1) within each 1 x 1 km grid cell, which corresponds to the elevation at the midpoint of the observation period. At a resolution of 1 km, the model fit provides an elevation estimate in 60 % and 75% of grid cells within the total area of the ice sheet and ice shelves, respectively. To fill data gaps in the 1 km grid, we generate additional DEMs of Antarctica from model fits at spatial resolutions of 2 km and 5 km. At these coarser resolutions more data are available to constrain model fits within a given geographical region, particularly at lower latitudes where the spacing between ground tracks is larger. As a result, for the ice sheet the data coverage for DEMs generated at resolutions of 2 km and 5 km is increased to 91 % and 94 %, respectively ( Fig. 1 ). For the ice shelves we use an additional DEM generated from model fits at a resolution of 2 km, for which data coverage is increased to 98 %. Data gaps in the 1 km grid are filled by the re-sampled 2 km and 5 km DEMs (where neither 1 km or 2 km model fit estimates are available) for the ice sheet, and the 2 km DEM for the ice shelves (Fig. 2) . This approach provides a DEM at the modal spatial resolution of 1 km, where approximately 94 % and 98 % of grid cells contain an elevation estimate derived from CryoSat-2 measurements for the ice sheet and ice shelves, respectively.
In order to provide a continuous dataset, we estimate elevation values in grid cells North of 88 o S that contain no data using ordinary kriging (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989; Kitanitis 1997) , an interpolation technique used in the generation of previously published DEMs . We interpolate using a search radius of 10, 25 or 50 km, depending on which first satisfies a minimum threshold of 100 data points to be used in the interpolation. Over the grounded ice sheet, 44 %, 52 % and 4 % of interpolated elevation values used a search radius of 10, 25 and 50 km, respectively. The majority of data points requiring a search radius of 50 km are located along the margins of Graham Land and Palmer Land in the Antarctic Peninsula, where data coverage is poor. After interpolation, the DEM provides a continuous elevation dataset for the ice shelves and ice sheet for latitudes north of 88 ° S. We have chosen not to interpolate the pole hole due to interpolation distances exceeding the maximum kriging search radius of 50 km, and a desire to keep the DEM a product of CryoSat-2 data only.
Airborne elevation measurements
To evaluate the accuracy of the DEM, we compare our elevation estimates to measurements acquired by airborne laser altimeters during NASA's Operation IceBridge survey. The IceBridge mission, running since 2009, is the largest airborne polar survey ever undertaken (Koenig et al., 2010) . The primary goal of IceBridge is to maintain a continuous time series of laser altimetry over the Arctic and the Antarctic, bridging the gap between ICESat, which stopped collecting data in 2009, and
ICESat-2, planned for launch in 2018.
We compare the DEM to elevation measurements obtained by two airborne laser altimeter instruments ( In total, we selected approximately 2.3 x 10 7 laser altimeter elevation measurements, comprising of 1.7 x 10 7 ATM measurements, and 0.6 x 10 7 RLA measurements. Combined, these data provide an independent comparison dataset, obtained over a contemporaneous time period and in a wide range of locations across Antarctica. For all airborne measurements, a filter was applied to remove any erroneous step changes in elevation resulting from the laser altimeter ranging from cloud cover (Young et al., 2008; Kwok et al., 2012) .
DEM evaluation
When comparing the DEM and airborne laser altimeter datasets, we separate the evaluation results according to whether the IceBridge elevation measurement resides in a grid cell derived from CryoSat-2 surface height measurements, hereby referred to as an observed grid cell, or an interpolated elevation value. This approach allows the accuracy of CryoSat-2 observations and the chosen interpolation method to be assessed independently. In total, approximately 84 % of the airborne laser elevation measurements reside within an observed DEM grid cell. Of this total, 53 %, 41 % and 6 % grid cells are derived from 1, 2 and 5 km model fits, respectively.
In order to compare the DEM and IceBridge datasets, we estimate the DEM elevation at the exact location of the airborne laser altimeter measurement through bilinear interpolation. Subsequently, we subtract the IceBridge elevation from the interpolated DEM elevation and collate the elevation differences into the same 1 x 1 km grid that the DEM is projected on. We then calculate the median difference to obtain one elevation difference for each individual grid cell, and to minimise the impact of outliers. On average, 1 km DEM grid cells overflown by IceBridge campaigns contain 70 individual airborne measurements.
In total, elevation differences were compared for approximately 2.7 x 10 5 DEM grid cells, covering 2 % of the total ice sheet and ice shelf area, respectively. All DEM and IceBridge elevations are referenced to the WGS84 ellipsoid.
Results
Our new DEM of Antarctica (Fig. 4) provides an elevation value derived from CryoSat-2 measurements for 94 % of the grounded ice sheet and 98 % of the ice shelves. The remaining 5 % of grid cells North of 88 ° S are interpolated using ordinary kriging to provide a continuous gridded elevation dataset for the entire continent beyond the pole hole. Accounting for the length of the elevation time series within each individual grid cell, we determine the effective time stamp of the DEM to be July 2013. Surface slopes derived from the elevation gradient of the DEM (Fig. 5) illustrate the short scale topographic undulations, and identify the ice divides and larger features such as subglacial Lake Vostok.
To evaluate the DEM's systematic bias we compute the median elevation difference with respect to the airborne measurements, as this is robust against the effect of outliers. To evaluate its random error, we calculate the root mean square (RMS) difference.
Both of these statistical measures are more appropriate than the mean and standard deviation when describing the systematic bias and random error, respectively, of the non-Gaussian distributions we typically find when calculating elevation differences between the DEM and IceBridge elevation datasets.
Comparison of DEM to airborne elevation measurements: observed grid cells
A primary objective of NASA's IceBridge program is to maintain a continuous observational record of rapidly changing areas in Antarctica. As a result, elevation measurements were obtained in regions such as Pine Island (PIG), Thwaites and Totten Glaciers, where the observed thinning rate is of the order of several metres per year . Therefore, we expect to see height differences between the DEM and airborne datasets due to real changes in surface elevation between their respective acquisition periods. Comparing DEM elevations at PIG against measurements acquired by ATM flights in the years , 2011 ), the elevation difference is smallest in 2014, closest to the DEM effective date of July 2013 (Table 1) .
To account for the temporal difference between the two datasets, we adjust the interpolated DEM value for changes in surface elevation which may have occurred between the acquisition periods. We calculate this adjustment by interpolating the gridded elevation trends (Eq. (1)) to the location of the airborne measurement, through the same bilinear interpolation method as used for the DEM elevation estimate. The elevation change trends were corrected for temporal fluctuations in backscattered power, which can introduce spurious signals in time series of elevation change, by adjusting the elevation time series according to the correlation between changes in elevation and backscattered power (see Sect. 2 of supplementary material) .
Within the grounded ice sheet, we note that the spatial distribution of the airborne dataset used for comparison (Fig. 7) preferentially samples regions of high slope and low elevation, and does not reflect the overall elevation and slope distributions of the Antarctic ice sheet. Approximately 60 % of DEM grid cells overflown by IceBridge survey craft have an elevation of less than or equal to 1000 m, and 43 % have a surface slope greater than 0.5 °. In comparison, approximately 15 % and 22 % of the Antarctic ice sheet area has elevations of less than 1000 m and slopes greater than 0.5 °, respectively.
At the continental scale, there is generally good agreement between the DEM and airborne laser altimeter measurements (Fig.   7 , Fig. 8 ), and the median and RMS elevation difference between the DEM and airborne data are -0.27 m and 13.36 m., respectively ( Table 2) .
At the Antarctic Peninsula, the median and RMS difference are -1.12 m and 22.40 m, respectively; errors are larger in this region due to its mountainous and highly variable terrain, and it remains a challenge for radar altimetry. The largest elevation differences in this region are found in DEM grid cells derived from 5 km model fits, indicating that the complex topography is poorly described by a quadratic model at this resolution. In grid cells with elevation values derived from 1 km model fits, which accounts for 40 % of the Antarctic Peninsula DEM, the median and RMS difference are improved to -0.71 m and 16.88 m, respectively. Geographically, elevation differences rise towards Graham Land at the northern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula, where topography is complex and highly variable at length scales similar to the satellite footprint.
In West Antarctica there is good agreement between the DEM and airborne measurements, particularly along the coastal margins of the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas. In the Bryan and Eights Coasts in the Bellingshausen Sea Sector, the median and RMS difference are -1.72 m and 10.40 m, respectively. At Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers, and their surrounding drainage area, the median difference is -1.02 m, and the RMS difference is 10.58 m. Further inland towards Marie Byrd Land, the median and RMS differences are 0.20 m and 5.27 m, respectively.
In East Antarctica, the DEM compares well to the airborne dataset inland in the plateau region where slopes are low, and the topography is well suited to satellite radar altimetry. Along the George coast and in George V Land, the median difference is -0.68 m, and the RMS difference 6.52 m. Over Totten glacier and its catchment area, the median and RMS difference are -0.39 m and 16.15 m respectively. In this region, there is good agreement with airborne elevations both inland towards Dome C, and over Totten glacier itself. On the eastern flank of Law Dome, biases of several tens of metres between the DEM and the airborne data coincide with grid cells derived from 5 km model fits, where there is insufficient data to constrain models at higher spatial resolutions. As a result, elevations derived from 5 km model fits will poorly sample the highly sloping terrain in this region when compared to the airborne laser. Additionally, in East Antarctica, elevation differences several tens of metres in magnitude over the Pensacola Mountains occur where high surface slopes and nunataks complicate radar altimeter elevation retrievals.
At the Antarctic ice shelves, the DEM also compares favourably to the airborne elevation data, with median and RMS differences of -0.42 m and 14.31 m, respectively. Differences are most pronounced near to grounding lines where tidal effects are relatively large and where the terrain is generally more complex, and are smallest in the interior of the larger ice shelves, which are generally flat. At the Ross and Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelves, for example, the RMS differences are 3.93 and 3.54 m, respectively -considerably lower than the continental average.
Overall, the median and RMS differences between the DEM and airborne measurements are -0.30 m and 13.50 m, respectively, and 99 % of the data agree to within 45 m. In addition to temporal mismatch, possible explanations for residual elevation differences include differences in the satellite and airborne altimeter footprint sizes and scattering horizons, as well as errors in the individual data sets themselves. Although generally small, biases between the DEM and the airborne data are notably high in several isolated regions, including the upstream catchments of the Byrd Glacier flowing from East Antarctica into the Ross Ice Shelf, the Recovery Glacier flowing from East Antarctica into the Filchner Ice Shelf, and the Foundation Ice Stream in the Pensacola mountains (see Fig. 7 ). In each of these locations, surface slopes are high (exceeding 1 °) and CryoSat-2 operates in Low Resolution Mode (see Fig. 5 ). To illustrate this in more detail, we compare elevation recorded along two RLA tracks falling within the LRM zone (Fig. 9) ; one at Byrd Glacier where slopes are high and undulating, and another 600 km northward in Victoria Land where slopes are low and smooth. Along these tracks, elevation differences of approximately 20 m occur where the terrain undulates rapidly, because CryoSat-2 under samples the topographic depressions when operating in LRM. Despite being well sampled by the airborne laser altimeter dataset, regions of high surface slopes represent a small fraction of the area surveyed by CryoSat-2 in either LRM or SARIn modes (Table 3 ). In contrast, agreement between DEM and IceBridge elevations in regions of lower surface slope (< 0.5 °) -which represent the majority of the ice sheet -falls typically in the range 5 to 10 m in either operating mode (Table 3) . Combining the slope-dependent errors (Table 3 ) and the distribution of slopes within the LRM and SARIn mode masks, we estimate the average uncertainty of the observed DEM to be 9.5 m.
Comparison of DEM to airborne elevation measurements: interpolated grid cells
A small proportion (5 %) of the DEM is estimated by ordinary kriging, and we assess the accuracy of this method by comparing airborne elevation measurements residing in a DEM grid cell containing no data with the interpolated value (Table 2) .
Predictably, our interpolated DEM values deviate more from the airborne elevation measurements in areas of high slope and complex terrain, where internal tracker losses occur and data coverage is reduced. This is true in particular for the ice sheet The largest interpolation errors are located in empty grid cells at boundary of the ice sheet along the margins, as data gaps are filled through extrapolation from data inland rather than interpolation between known values. Over higher elevation regions with relatively smooth topography it is more reasonable to assume spatial correlation over interpolation distances of 10 to 50 km, and our chosen interpolation method is more reliable. Within the LRM zone, the median and RMS difference are 6.51 m and 41.70 m, respectively. We note that, because the elevation rate is unknown where there is no model solution, we have not corrected for temporal changes in elevation between the acquisition periods of the two datasets within our evaluation of interpolated grid cells. As a result, the reported values represent an upper bound of the elevation difference which includes errors due to both interpolation and elevation change -if present within an interpolated grid cell.
Comparison of currently available DEMs
We compare the accuracy of the new CryoSat-2 DEM over the ice shelves, Antarctic Peninsula, West Antarctica and East Antarctica with three other publically available Antarctic DEMs: Bedmap2 (Fretwell et al., 2013) , and DEMs generated from ERS-1 and ICESat data , and CryoSat-2 data (for difference maps see Fig. S1 of supplementary material). To ensure an equivalent comparison dataset, we only use airborne elevation measurements which reside in an observed grid cell of the presented CryoSat-2 DEM (see Fig. 7 ). For all four DEMs we use the same evaluation method as described in Sect. 2.4. From the calculated median and root mean squared differences, the new CryoSat-2 DEM we present here is comparable to, or an improvement upon currently available DEMs in all four regions (Fig. 8) . In areas of high rates of elevation change, it is worth noting that all four DEMs will exhibit larger biases due to real changes in surface elevation between the acquisition periods of the respective datasets, and that these differences may be larger in the DEMs containing older ERS-1 and ICESat data (Bedmap2, .
Similarly, median and root mean squared differences calculated with respect to surface slope for each DEM within the Antarctic ice sheet (Fig. 10) , further illustrate the improvement offered by the new CryoSat-2 DEM, and the slope-dependency of DEM accuracy. We limit this analysis to regions where surface slopes are lower than 1.5 °, which accounts for approximately 94 % of the Antarctic ice sheet area North of 88 ° S. In addition, we note that the spatial distribution of the airborne dataset used for comparison within the grounded ice sheet preferentially samples regions of high slope and low elevation, and does not reflect the overall elevation and slope distributions of the Antarctic ice sheet. Approximately 60 % of DEM grid cells overflown by IceBridge survey craft have an elevation of less than or equal to 1000 m, and 43 % have a surface slope greater than 0.5 °. In comparison, approximately 15 % and 22 % of the Antarctic ice sheet area has elevations of less than 1000 m and slopes greater than 0.5 °, respectively.
Although another recent DEM of Antarctica (Fei et al., 2017) formed using 1.7 x 10 7 elevation measurements acquired by
CryoSat-2 between 2012 and 2014 is not available for direct assessment, it has a reported accuracy of approximately 1 m for the high elevation region at the Domes, 4 m for the ice shelves and over 150 m for mountainous and coastal areas.
Conclusions
We present a new DEM of Antarctica derived from a spatio-temporal analysis of CryoSat-2 data acquired between July 2010
and July 2016. The DEM is posted at a modal resolution of 1 km and contains an elevation measurement in 94 % and 98 % of ice sheet and ice shelf grid cells, respectively; elevation in a further 5 % of the domain is estimated via ordinary kriging. We evaluate the accuracy of the DEM through comparison to an extensive independent set of airborne laser altimeter elevation measurements, acquired over a contemporaneous time period and in a wide range of locations across the Antarctic ice sheet and ice shelves. From a comparison at grid cells acquired in both data sets, the median and RMS difference between the DEM and airborne data are -0.30 m and 13.50 m, respectively. The largest elevation differences occur in areas of high slope and where CryoSat-2 operates in Low Resolution Mode, where the altimeter ranges to the peaks of undulating terrain and under samples troughs. Using the slope-dependent uncertainties and the wider distribution of slopes, we estimate the overall accuracy of the DEM to be 9.5 m where elevations are formed from satellite data alone. In areas where the DEM is interpolated, the median and RMS differences rise to 19.84 m and 131.13 m, respectively. Through comparisons to an equivalent validation dataset in four individual Antarctic regions, we find the new CryoSat-2 DEM to be comparable to, or an improvement upon, three publically available and widely used Antarctic DEMs. Correspondence to: Thomas Slater (py10ts@leeds.ac.uk) 1 Elevation retrieval from CryoSat-2: data filtering approach After the application of Eq. (1) to our selected CryoSat-2 dataset, we apply a series of quality filters to remove unrealistic elevation estimates from poorly constrained model fits. In order to identify these unrealistic elevation estimates, we introduce constraints based upon (i) data availability, (ii) data quality and (iii) physical plausibility (Table S1 ). Controls on data availability include a minimum number of data points, and length of the elevation time series within each grid cell. In each case, threshold values have been tested and found to be optimal. A minimum of 15 data points, and time series length of at least 2 years ensures that each model fit is constrained by sufficient data. We remove poorly constrained fits by introducing thresholds on the goodness of fit, with maximum values of the root mean squared difference of the elevation residuals from the model fit, and 1-sigma uncertainty in the elevation rate being 10 m and 0.4 m yr Surface slope (°) ≥ 5 Table S1 : Selection criteria used to remove elevation estimates resulting from poorly constrained model fits.
Backscatter correction to elevation change time series
We correct for temporally correlated fluctuations in changes in elevation and radar backscatter, known to introduce spurious signals in time series of elevation obtained using satellite radar altimetry . To apply this correction (Eq. (S1)), we first compute the correlation gradient in elevation as a function of power, ℎ , using a linear fit in each grid cell over a 60-month time window. We then multiply time series of changes in backscattered power by this gradient to estimate the backscatter correction term, which we remove from our original elevation change time series ℎ. 
